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Disclaimer

Doni -Verevo Industrial Park

This material was prepared by the personnel of one of the members of the START Development Group(“SDG”).  

This material has been prepared for information purposes only and is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security/asset. Any 

such offer would be made only after a prospective participant had completed its own independent investigation of the securities/assets 

and proper negotiations. We have no obligation to tell you when information herein may change.  We make no representation or 

warranty with respect to the accuracy or completeness of this material.  

Recipients should seek independent financial advice prior to making any investment decision based on this material. This material does 

not provide individually tailored investment advice or offer tax, regulatory, accounting or legal advice. Prior to entering into any 

proposed transaction, recipients should determine, in consultation with their own investment, legal, tax, regulatory and accounting 

advisors, the economic risks and merits, as well as the legal, tax, regulatory and accounting characteristics and consequences, of the 

transaction.  You should consider this material as only a single factor in making an investment decision.

Actual events may differ from those assumed and changes to any assumptions may have a material impact on any projections or 

estimates.  Other events not taken into account may occur and may significantly affect the projections or estimates.  Certain

assumptions may have been made for modeling purposes only to simplify the presentation and/or calculation of any projections or 

estimates, and SDG does not represent that any such assumptions will reflect actual future events.  Accordingly, there can be no

assurance that estimated returns or projections will be realized or that actual returns or performance results will not materially differ from 

those estimated herein. 

This material may not be sold or redistributed without the prior written consent of SDG.
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Project summary

Doni -Verevo Industrial Park

The Doni-Verevo Industrial and Logistics Park (Doni-Verevo, Park) the production 

and logistics area located on the boarder with St. Petersburg in Gatchina District 

of the Leningrad region. According to the Decree of the Leningrad Region 

Government # 323 dated 28 November 2006  Doni-Verevo with its residents is one 

of strategic projects supported by the Government of the Leningrad Region.

More than 30 manufacturing and logistics businesses will be established within the 

area of 255 hectares. Individual sites are provided with all necessary utility supplies 

including electricity, gas ,water and sewage. Each considerable business can be 

also connected to the railway infrastructure. Sites can range from 1.5 to 50 

hectares. Current breakdown of the land plot could be split further within the 

reasonable time to accommodate medium-size businesses.

The competitive strength of the project is that tenants will be provided with 

tailored and turn-key infrastructure solutions to serve the requirements of modern 

industrial enterprises. 

Existing zoning of Doni-Verevo Industrial Park
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Transport infrastructure and network connections

Doni -Verevo Industrial Park

The main advantage of Doni-Verevo Industrial and Logistics Park is its excellent connection to federal rail 

and motorway network, airport Pulkovo and ports of St. Petersburg and Ust-Luga.

The Park is adjoining the Kiev Highway and runs along it allowing all residents to have easy access to 

Motorway or individual exits. The reconstruction and ongoing  expansion of this motorway to 8-6 lanes 

enables now better utilisation of the South area of St. Petersburg which traditionally was quite 

depopulated.  Another important route A-120 passes within 16 kilometres to the south from Doni-Verevo. It 

bypasses the city to connect with the E-105 "Russia Highway” (running from Norway through Russia to 

Ukraine and including the M-10 part, so- called Moscow-St. Petersburg Highway).

Short distance to the Ring Road (KAD) provides Park residents with quick access to any district of St. 

Petersburg and connection with other radial highways in all major directions (see below).

A railway line also runs along the project's boundary, allowing individual rail connections to production sites. 

The general possibility was already positively discussed with Russian Railways. 

17 kilometres from the St. Petersburg Ring Road

5 kilometres north of Gatchina

18 kilometres to Pulkovo Airport
30 kilometres to the main St. Petersburg port (the largest container port in Russia)

Doni-Verevo

Construction of a second Ring Road is planned 

near the Doni-Verevo Industrial Park, tentatively 

in the area of the Bolshoe Verevo (2011–2019)

Prospects for improving transport 

accessibility

Doni-Verevo
КАД-2

Doni-Verevo

Kiev highway (M-20)Rail Network, Ports and Airports Ring Roads and Radial Motorway Networks

Doni-Verevo
Doni-Verevo

Pulkovo

Pushkin

Port of St. Petersburg

Ust-Luga Port
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Doni -Verevo Industrial Park

Project highlights

The main advantages of the Doni-Verevo Industrial Park

 Support of the Park and its residents by the Leningrad Region Government

 The land allocated for the project has already been classified for industrial

use

 Guaranteed connection to all necessary utility supplies (water, sewerage,

electricity, gas) and possibility to tailor them to production needs

 Direct access to a Federal 6 lane motorway and possibility to negotiate a

railway link for high-volume businesses

 Surveillance systems protecting the park perimeter will be connected to a

central office

 Creation of a network of interior access roads, green area and park

improvement

 Turn-key solution from the management company and additional services

if needed (cleaning, maintenance, waste removal etc)

Profile of tenants

We look for high-quality Russian and international tenants to join the Doni-

Verevo. Taking into account the hazard class 4 and 5 of allowed 

production the following businesses could be established within the 
industrial park:

 assembling

 processing

 food processing

 pharmaceuticals

 building materials production

 furniture production

 agriculture equipment (service and repair)

We are currently in negotiations with a number of reputable potential

residents and reached preliminary arrangements with two of them.

Infrastructure and utility supplies approved for the ParkConstruction schedule

Phase 1 – Transport links and infrastructure construction to the sights 2011-

2012

Phase 2 - Construction of industrial, warehousing and administrative buildings

Alternatively - phase 1 and 2 could be combined so that the facilities and 

infrastructure were commissioned in 2012-2013 – nearly simultaneously. 

Water (cubic meters/day) 736

Industrial and household sewage

(cubic metres/day)

700

Rain water (cubic metres/day) 4 383

Electricity (MW) 35

Gas (million cubic meter /year) 13
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Doni-Verevo Industrial Park

Labour resources

The project area can accommodate about 30 businesses that will potentially require up 

to 7,400  new employees. Doni-Verevo is a perfect location from the labour supply point 

of view. 

First, Doni-Verevo is right on the large daily labour migration path from Gatchina region 

to St. Petersburg .  Gatchina district accommodates130 700 of economically active 

population 27 000 of which daily commute over 35 km to St. Petersburg. A lot of these 

people would be eager to save time and money and work closer to home.  Similar 

situation  is in jobs-poor surrounding towns of Pushkin, Pavlovsk, Kommunar, Nagornoe 

etc.  

Secondly, this mentioned labor force should be much cheaper and more loyal then in 

large cities such as St. Petersburg or indeed in Moscow and Moscow region. This may 

provide your business with a long-term competitive advantage through lower goods 

pricing and stable/optimized operations.

Residing close to Doni-Verevo

A significant portion of employees of Doni-Verevo, (presumably 40%) will be able to 

afford housing for their families in the "Southern" and "Golden Keys" economy-class low 

raise residential districts. They will be located quite close to the Doni-Verevo as shown on 

the map below.

Alternatively, the management can live in a beautiful town of Pushkin (Zara village) or 

Pavlovsk and Gatchina located just 6-10 km away from Doni-Verevo. This is a traffic-free 

directions and getting to work can take just 5-15 minutes drive what is quite a luxury in 

big Russian cities nowadays.

The availability of affordable housing is expected to attract qualified employees from 

neighbouring regions (Pskov, Tver and other areas) or suffering from economic 

downturn company towns (for example, Togliatti, Slantsy).

Master Plan for “Southern” Satellite City

Doni-Verevo

Additional project benefits

Golden keys

Southern 

http://superlock.com.ua/userfiles/editor/Image/FACTORY.jpg
http://kids.lenobl.ru/Pictures/big337789122679718.gif
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Project management

Doni-Verevo Industrial Park

The project will be managed by a professional Management company allowing future 

tenants to obtain additional benefits for successful implementation of their projects in the 

region:

Guaranteed provision of all necessary infrastructure connections  and utility supply limits 

(water, sewerage, electricity, gas);

Assistance in developing  positive dialogue with the regional administration (clarifying the 

availability of tax and other benefits and preconditions; for example, tax concessions for 

construction and recoupment period);

Assistance in design and construction if necessary, as well as  related paper work support, 

approvals and permits;

Assistance in bank finance raising (if needed);

Assistance in recruitment (if needed);

Flexible pricing (price is determined depending on tenants' needs for infrastructure);

Roads and public spaces are operated and maintained by the Management company
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Land title, transfer scheme and pricing 

Doni-Verevo Industrial Park

Land title and its transfer scheme

START Development holds the long-term lease contract for the whole Doni-Verevo land plot at the moment.

Starting from February 2011, individual land plots will leased to businesses for design and construction

purposes and a period of 5 to 8 years. According to the legislation Russian land lease for the period of more

than five years requires only the owner's notification (the Administration of the Leningrad Region) and do not

require its consent. This avoids very limited but still possible rejection risks or draw backs in provision land.

After initial 5-8 years and commissioning of the newly built facilities the land plots could be purchases by

tenants or the lease can be extended for the following 49 years.

Both scenarios are in line with legislation and will be included in initial lease contract.

This also gives you some flexibility as the land tax and lease rate will fluctuate during the design and

construction period. There is a real option to choose the best financial solution in the future built into this

scheme accordingly.

The price estimate includes:

 Land title

 Completion of all procedures for clearance, geology, soil removal, etc.

 Construction of public roads

 Water supply brought to the land plot border

 Gas  supply on the land plot border 

 Sewerage pipeline at the land plot border

This does not include connection to the transforming electric substations located in the industrial park (cost 

RUR 30,000/kW), as well as railway links to the site. All the connection charges are calculated individually and 

based on the consumption needs of future tenants. The calculations are made on the basis of the tariff rates 

approved by the companies.



Contacts

Doni-Verevo Industrial Park

For additional information, please contact

START Development

St. Petersburg, Аptekarskaya Quay, 20А

Avenue Business Centre

Olga Ponomareva

Tel. +7 (812) 635 6400, ext. 122

+7 (921) 919 7189

e-mail: olga.ponomareva@startdevelop.com

Elena Pestrikova

Tel. +7 (812) 635 6400, ext. 126

+7 (921) 577 4266

e-mail: elena.pestrikova@startdevelop.com


